
 

Art & Design Packs 
 
The pack contents have been carefully selected from a number of different suppliers and have 
been chosen to enhance the curriculum.  Every pack includes an extensively researched guide to 
the contents. Our artefacts are packed in a sturdy storage box and can be delivered to you and 
returned via our van delivery and collection service.  
If you would like to request or reserve a pack please contact SLS on 01670 620072 or email 
generalsls@northumberland.gov.uk 
 

Aboriginal Dreamtime 

 
Aboriginal art is one of the oldest surviving art forms still practiced 
today.  Dot Painting or Aboriginal Dot Art originated in the desert 
using natural substances on the ground in the sand. Now your pupils 
can see and handle items decorated with dot art at first hand.  The 
pack includes an Aboriginal dot mask, a carved snake and a goanna, 
a goanna rattle, a boomerang, a bullroarer and clap sticks. Also 
contains some beautiful fabric dot art panels, display drape and 
postcards + laminated notes. 
 

 

Containers Around the World 

 

Use these to explore containers from different cultures to support 
QCA Art & design Unit 5B.  
9 different types of containers from countries around the world. 
The box contains: a basket from Pakistan, a Kenyan gourd water 
pot, a box made in Bangladesh from recycled sweet wrappers, 
Russian dolls, a log box, an old bottle,  a trinket box and a 
decorated shell box from Nepal and 2 packs of 5 A4 photographs of 
containers 

 
 
 

Indian Culture 

 

A selection of decorative and colourful artefacts and fabrics from 
India.  Contents: traditional sequin shoes, Chhab tray, elephant 
mobile, male and female Raj puppets, sari, Rajasthan rider, mini 
sari figure, sequin wall hanging, elephant painting, chunari 
(dupatta), toran, decorated elephant, small Ganesh figure, 
Bollywood CD. 
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Masks Around the World 

 
Take your pupils on a cultural trip around the world with this 
exciting mask collection.  Contents: Tiki totem mask from 
Indonesia, Skull mask from Mexico, Happy / Sad mask from Asia, 
Theatre mask from China, Jaguar mask from Guatemala, Dot 
painted mask from Africa, Ganesh mask from India and Barong 
mask from Bali. 

 
 
 
 

Puppets Around the World 

 
A superb collection of examples of different types of puppets from 
around the world.  String puppet from Rajasthan, Ganesh hand 
puppet from India, Rod puppet from Indonesia, Eleohant puppet 
from India / Nepal, Titeres puppet from Mexico, paper dragon, a 
sock puppet and 5 finger puppets plus a laminated guide. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

South American Culture 

 
A selection of decorative and colourful artefacts and fabrics from 
South America.  
Contents: Guatemalan jaguar mask, Ecuador loom weaving, Chilean 
San Pedro weaving, Sombrero, Guatemalan worry people, Peruvian 
pan pipes, Bolivian chullo (hat), Peruvian gourd maraccas, Bolivian 
llama, Peruvian gourd person, Peruvian musicians, Peruvian tarka 
flute, Peruvian Inca ocarina. 

 
 
 

Talking Textiles 

 
A selection of fabrics and textiles from around the world.  Use this 
to support QCA Art & Design Unit 5C. Decorated bag from Thailand, 
small embroidered bag and applique backpack from Peru, batik 
from Cameroon, 2 examples of applique from India, tie dye from 
Gambia, sequin applique square from Thailand, loom weaving from 
Ecuador, Kente cloth strip from Ghana, Fulani cloth from Mali and 
Native American woven rug. 



 

Venetian Carnival Masks 

 
It’s carnival time! Inspire your pupils with this collection of 
beautiful carnival masks and photographs. Includes notes on the 
history of the Carnevale di Venezia. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Geography Packs 
 
The pack contents have been carefully selected from a number of different suppliers and have 
been chosen to enhance the curriculum.  Every pack includes an extensively researched guide to 
the contents. Our artefacts are packed in a sturdy storage box and can be delivered to you and 
returned via our van delivery and collection service.  
If you would like to request or reserve a pack please contact SLS on 01670 620072 or email 
generalsls@northumberland.gov.uk 
 

Africa 

 
Explore the African locality of the Gambia with this collection of 
artefacts from Serrekunda. Contents include: African ladies display 
drape, Batik, Bracelet, Brush, Calabash, Charcoal pot, Doll, Dot 
painted mask, Dress (top and skirt with headscarf), Hibiscus tea, 
Ladle, Fan, Mask, Money, Necklace, Rattle, Seedpod, Sieve, Soap, 
Tie and dye cloth, Tooth stick + 2 photopacks. 

 
 
 
 

Chembakolli 

 
23 genuine artefacts made and used by the people of Chembakolli. 
Contents: kudam, seevaki, catapult, therika, steel tumbler, dhal, 
rice, ragi, pepper, tea, coffee, cloth, fan, cheenam, muram, 
coconut shell spoon, bamboo container, putheri, calendar, 
velenchikol, peechamkuzhal, mundu, photopack (24 photos) and 
laminated guide. 

 
 
 
 

China 

 
These artefacts are sourced from China and aim to give pupils a real 
taste of this very different country. They are designed specifically 
to meet QCA units 10 and 12 for Key Stage 2. Contents: abacus & 
notes; 4 China Enquirer newspapers; Child's outfit; Chinese lantern; 
Chinese newspaper; Chopsticks, rice bowl & spoon; Coolie hat; Fan; 
Jade horoscope necklace; Kite; Parasol; Shuttlecock; Terracotta 
warrior; Chinese flag; Revealing China photopack & 2 photo CDs; 
Revealing China information booklet for teachers plus cross 
curricular scheme of work; Liling looks around storybook plus 
electronic version. 
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India 

 
A selection of decorative and colourful artefacts and fabrics from 
India.  Contents: traditional sequin shoes, Chhab tray, elephant 
mobile, male and female Raj puppets, sari, Rajasthan rider, mini 
sari figure, sequin wall hanging, elephant painting, chunari 
(dupatta), toran, decorated elephant, small Ganesh figure, 
Bollywood CD and laminated guide. 

 
 
 
 
 

Japan 

 
Introduce pupils to the culture, customs and art of Japan with this 
exciting collection of artefacts. Contents: Abacus, book of 
postcards (Hokusai OR Hiroshige), carp windsocks, chopsticks with 
chopstick holder, 2 pieces of display fabric, Geisha doll, child's 
Geisha outfit, greetings cards with Kanji letters, headbands, Japan 
flag, adult kimono with obi, kokeshi dolls, matcha whisk & scoop, 
newspapers, origami paper cranes, large paper lantern, small 
paper lanterns with Kanji letters, silk fan, traditional sandals, 
Yakko kite and a selection of prints by Jenny Tsang, Hokusai, 
Kuniyoshi, & Hiroshige. 

 

Kenya 

 
Explore Masai art, music and culture with this collection of 
genuine artefacts. Contents: Kenyan flag, Milk gourd pot, Old man 
figure, Masai beadwork hippo, Masai beadwork giraffe, Masai 
bead headdress, Clay coil cup, Calimba, Kambaya, 2 beaded 
spoons, Large zebra twist drum,  4 small twist drums, Small Masai 
mask, Masai choker, Masai child’s bracelet, Car tyre sandals, 
Images of Kenya photopack (20 A4 photos). 

 
 
 

Mexico 

This collection supports Unit 22 of the geography scheme of work : 
A contrasting locality overseas – Tocuaro. Contents: Shepherd's 
flute, Jacob's ladder toy, Friend catcher, Cactus ball, Monkey drum, 
Panpipes, Earthenware burner with charcoal and copal, Back 
basket, Carved wooden mask, Fruit & vegetables, Barrel & stick toy, 
Spinning top, Small maracas, Shawl (sarape), Hanging gourds, Day 
of the dead couple, God of Miaz figure, Mexican music CD, Stories 
on Mexican wallhangings photopack, Ceremonial masks photopack. 



 

Rainforest (Caboclo) 

 
Recreate a little bit of the rainforest in your classroom! Designed 
to meet curriculum objectives at KS1 & 2 in English, Geography, 
Science and Technology. This pack includes artefacts and forest 
products, photopack, newspapers, musical instruments, images 
CD and teachers' book and lesson plans. 

 
 
 
 
 

South America 

 
A selection of decorative and colourful artefacts and fabrics from 
South America.  
Contents: Guatemalan jaguar mask, Ecuador loom weaving, Chilean 
San pedro weaving, Sombrero, Guatemalan worry people, Peruvian 
pan pipes, Bolivian chullo (hat), Peruvian gourd maraccas, Bolivian 
llama, Peruvian gourd person, Peruvian musicians, Peruvian tarka 
flute, Peruvian Inca ocarina. 

 
 
 
 

St Lucia 

 
This collection supports Unit 22 of the geography scheme of work : 
A contrasting locality overseas.  Contents: St Lucia flag; Map of St 
Lucia; St Lucia Enquirer newspaper; Caribbean playground CD; 6 
photopacks each with 5 A4 photos, Focus on St Lucia teachers' book 
plus 28 A4 photos and CD. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

History Packs 
 

The pack contents have been carefully selected from a number of different suppliers and have 
been chosen to enhance the curriculum.  Every pack includes an extensively researched guide to 
the contents. Our artefacts are packed in a sturdy storage box and can be delivered to you and 
returned via our van delivery and collection service.  
If you would like to request or reserve a pack please contact SLS on 01670 620072 or email 
generalsls@northumberland.gov.uk 
 

Ancient Egypt 

 
Bring the world of Ancient Egypt alive with this exciting collection of 
artefacts. Contents: Tutankhamun bust, Anubis on shrine, Pharaoh's 
barge, Bast cat, Hippo, Necklace, Sphinx, Embalming set, Scribe's 
writing set, Blank papyrus, Rosetta stone, 8 postcards, Ancient Egypt 
chart with 16 A4 photos + notes and a laminated guide.  Contents 
may vary. 
 
 
 
 

Ancient Greece 

 
Who were the Ancient Greeks? Use this pack as a starting point to 
introduce this topic to your class.  Contents: Amphora of Hercules, 
Corinthian hydria, 2 theatrical masks, set of 3 replica columns, 
writing tablet and stylus, Athenian helmet, coins, owl, discus, oil 
lamp, long jumper weights, spinning top, Ancient Greece photopack 
and laminated guide to the artefacts. Contents may vary. 

 
 
 
 
 

Aztecs 

 
Uncover Aztec artefacts to reveal much about this lost culture. 
Contents: large pottery mask. Aztec calendar stone, traditional bark 
paper, pottery printing stamp, pottery ocarina, miniature pestle, 
mortar and grinding stone, Aztec Gods photopack,  Artefacts & 
figurines photopack and a laminated guide to the contents.  
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Native Americans 

 
This box is full of beautiful Native American artefacts.  Contents: 
Chief's feather headdress, Shaman rattle & drum, feather 
headband, 2 dreamcatchers, carved totem, sand painting, suede 
bag, tree of life woven rug, animals wallhanging, CD of Native 
American music and 11 postcards. 

 
 
 
 
 

Our Northern Heritage 

 
Introduce your pupils to the culture and history of North East England 
with this bumper pack of artefacts, photographs and posters. 
Contents include a Northumberland flag, a Northumberland tartan 
scarf, model coal miners (made of coal!), Roman and seaside 
artefacts, CDs of music and dialect, books and leaflets and a collection 
of beautiful photographic prints.  Also includes a specially produced 
photo album – the history and culture of North East England in 24 6” x 
4” pages. 

 
 

Romans in Britain 

 
Bring everyday life on Hadrian’s Wall alive! 
Contents: Kitchen set (amphora, funnel, colander, baby feeder, 
beaker, flagon, mortarium); chatelaine set; Roman centurion; 
Roman infantryman; Roman ruler; duck handle spoon; Roman oil 
lamp; twisted torc; Hadrian coin; 2 Romans in Britain coins; Dolphin 
ring and a laminated guide to the contents.  Contents may vary. 

 
 
 
 

Seaside Past and Present 

 
A collection of wonderful modern and historical artefacts that can 
be found at the seaside. Makes an eyecatching and inspirational 
display. At the seaside photo pack (20 A4 photos + teaching notes), 
Seaside holidays in the past photo pack (23 A4 photos + teaching 
notes), Seaside holidays in the past photo pack (8 A3 posters), 
Model lifeboat, Model lighthouse, Fishing net, Victorian bucket, 
Wooden spade, Punch and Judy puppets, Large starfish, Small 
starfish, Penny lick, Model fairground carousel, Shells, Driftwood. 



 

Slavery 

 
A unique collection of 19th Century copies of child size leg irons, ball 
and chain and handshackles Also includes cotton branch, carved 
male slave (head, hands and feet in shackles), carved female slave 
(also shackled) and "Lest we Forget" book of 30 postcards. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Stone Age & Iron Age 

 
A well- researched collection of replica artefacts. Contents  vary 
slightly from pack to pack, but include stone age flint set, axe, 
Stonehenge model, roundhouse model, pieces of animal pelts, 
selection of plant fibres, bowls, tools, children’s shoes, jewellery  + 
notes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Toys in the Past 

 
Bring your toys topic alive with this collection of Victorian toys. 
Contents - skipping rope, spinning/humming top, , whip & top, 2 
swing toys, 2 sets of mechanical clowns, diablo, pop gun, cup & ball, 
yo yo, cord pull spinning top, 2 flick books, Jacob's ladder, tumbling 
man, set of 20 A4 photocards +  notes. 
 
 
 
 

 

Tudors 

 
A selection of artefacts from Tudor times.  Contents: miniature of 
Anne of Cleves; candlestick plus beeswax candle; clay pipe; Henry 
VIII and Elizabeth I coin pack; gold angel' green man; horn book; 
lady's hat; lucet; money pot; orange pomander; pilgrim badges; quill 
pen; seal ring and sealing wax; three handled cup; Tudor rose charm 
+ notes. 

 



 

Victorian Household Objects 

 
Recreate a Victorian Kitchen in the classroom.  
Contents - box iron, butter pats, scrubbing brush, carbolic soap, 
chamber pot, hurricane lamp, cast iron black kettle, wooden 
laundry tongs, replica ephemera, history mystery photopack, See 
For Yourself: Victorian Life 8 A3 photos + notes. NOTE: these items 
are full size and some are very heavy!! 

 
 
 

Vikings 

 
Experience life as a Viking with this range of artefacts. Contents: 
spouted pitcher, horn cup, lamp, Thor's hammer symbol, 2 double 
sided coins, Viking drinking horn, Thor mask, Vikings timeline and a 
laminated guide to the contents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

World War 1 

 
Contains a variety of items designed to encourage pupils to think 
about what the war was like for ordinary people with a particular 
focus on the Northumberland Fusiliers.  Contents: Trench pack 
containing trench rations and washroll; CD of songs & poems; 
memorabilia pack; Union Jack flag; Resource pack with 
photos/posters & notes.  Also contains our “Who were they?” pack 
which focuses on the names of the dead from Hexham War 
memorial and is designed to show pupils how to research the names 
of individual soldiers, and our “WW1 poets and poetry” pack, 

containing 12 carefully selected & accessible poems (including those 
of local poet Wilfrid Wilson Gibson). 

 

World War II Air Raid Shelter 

 
Experience what life was like in the air raid  shelters. This pack 
includes a variety of items that a typical family may have kept in 
their shelter. Contents: hurricane lamp, chamber pot, enamel pot & 
cup, tinned food (milk & eggs), spare clothing (mittens, balaclava & 
jumper), toys (plane spotter cards), personal documents and 
newspaper headline. 
 



 

World War II Evacuee’s Suitcase 

 
A treasure trove of belongings to highlight the trials and tribulations 
of the time. Selected with role play and enquiry in mind. Contents 
include suitcase, ration book, identity card, money, letters, gas mask 
and gas mask satchel. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Religion Packs 
 
The pack contents have been carefully selected from a number of different suppliers and have 
been chosen to enhance the curriculum.  Every pack includes an extensively researched guide to 
the contents. Our artefacts are packed in a sturdy storage box and can be delivered to you and 
returned via our van delivery and collection service.  
If you would like to request or reserve a pack please contact SLS on 01670 620072 or email 
generalsls@northumberland.gov.uk 

 
 

Buddhism 

 
Explore the Buddhist way of life and the signs and symbols of 
Buddhism. Contents: a Buddha, a wheel of life poster, incense sticks 
plus holder, puja bowls, prayer flags, ghanta, tanka, mandala, 
prayer wheel,  Buddhist symbols photopack and a laminated guide 
to the contents. 

 
 
 
 
 

Chinese New Year - Zodiac 

 
Explore the traditions of Chinese new year. The pack includes a 
selection of lanterns, Chinese dragon, cards, red envelopes, Chinese 
coins, new year greeting children, chopsticks, traditional tea mug, 
zodiac calendar, writing set, plastic mat showing years, 12 wooden 
animals in bag and a laminated guide to the contents.  (Contents 
may vary). 

 
 
 
 

Chinese New Year - Lion Head 

 
Everything you need to perform the lion dance and celebrate 
Chinese New Year!  This artefact box contains: Large lion head 
with train, new year drum with drumsticks, tambourine, red light 
up lantern, 2 paper lanterns, lucky money envelopes, 2 old coins, 
Chinese fabric drape, laminated zodiac story + bookmarks and a 
laminated guide to the contents and New Year traditions. 
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Christianity 

 
Explore the Christian way of life and signs and symbols of 
Christianity. Contents: Large brass crucifix, 2 wooden icons, 3 small 
wooden crosses, 3 sets of rosary beads with prayer leaflet, 
baptismal candle and 3 certificates of baptism, chalice and paten, St 
Damian's cross, 2 ceremonial stoles, My first Holy Communion 
book, On your first Holy Communion book, For your Christening 
book, Christian symbols photopack and Christian light symbols 
photopack plus a laminated guide to the contents. 

 
 

Diwali 

 
The Hindu festival of Divali celebrates the dramatic return from 
exile of Rama and Sita and marks the beginning of the New Year for 
Hindus.  This pack includes musical sticks, Diwali storybook, 
greetings cards, rangoli patterns, Ramayana model, diya lamps, 
sequin wallhanging and laminated guide to the contents. Contents 
may vary. 

 
 
 
 

Hinduism 

 
Explore the Hindu way of life and signs and symbols of Hinduism. 
Contents: 9 piece brass puja set, 2 mendhi silhouettes, 5 Diwali 
greeting cards; figures of Ganesha, Laksmi, Vishnu, Krishna and 
Shiva; sequin wallhanging of the Ramayana; dandiya sticks and a 
laminated guide to the contents. Contents may vary. 

 
 
 
 
 

Islam 

 
 

A collection of Islamic artefacts which help you explore the Muslim 
way of life and the signs and symbols of Islam.  Contents: wedding 
hat, wedding garland, topi, headscarf, prayer beads, alphabet chart, 
metal poster, wall scroll, prayer mat with compass, Eid cards, 5 
wooden Islamic symbols, Islam photopack (24 A4 photos) plus 
teachers' guide, laminated guide to the contents. 

 
 



 

Judaism 

 
A collection of Jewish artefacts which help you explore Judaism and 
the signs and symbols of this religion. Contents: embrodered velvet 
cap, prayer shawl (tallit), seder plate. Hanukkiyah menorah, 
dreidels, kiddush cup, 3 Hannukah cards, 6 Jewish wooden symbols 
in cloth bag, Judaism photopack (20 A4 photos) plus activity book, 
story of Hannukah book, laminated guide. 

 
 
 
 

Sikhism 

 
A collection of Sikh artefacts which help you explore Sikhism and 
the signs and symbols of this religion.  Contents: Turban, Chauri, 
Guru print (frame of the ten Gurus), Guru garland, Kangha, Kara, 
Kirpan, Patka, Khanda, Sikh flag, 8 wooden symbols, Prayer beads, 
10 Diwali cards plus Laminated guide. Contents may vary. 

 
 
 
 
 


